Field sampling is an important way of collecting soil information for the modeling and evaluation steps during digital soil mapping (DSM). However, some predesigned samples may not be accessible in the field due to natural or anthropogenic reasons. Simply abandoning the inaccessible samples or casually selecting substitutes from other locations may affect the quality of the corresponding DSM. To address this issue, we propose a new method of dynamically recommending substitute locations for inaccessible samples, which was implemented in a prototype system on a smart phone platform. The proposed method takes into concern the original sampling strategy and recommends substitute sample locations based on a measure of suitability index. The suitability index is calculated to incorporate a substitutive degree as well as the sampling cost involved. The substitutive degree depicts to what extent a substitute location may replace the original sample in the context of soil mapping, while the sampling cost characterizes the travel expense to the substitute location following the overall fieldwork route arrangements. The proposed method currently supports four commonly used sampling strategies, i.e., simple random sampling, stratified random sampling, grid sampling, and purposive sampling based on environmental similarity. Two substitute sampling scenarios, instant sampling and subsequent sampling, are considered by the proposed method, to adapt to surveyors' actual field sampling route arrangements when estimating the accessibility and sampling cost of potential substitute locations. Monte Carlo simulation experiments in a study area (about 5800 km 2 ) located in Anhui province of China were conducted to use the proposed method to recommend substitute locations for two modeling sample sets designed based on purposive sampling strategy and stratified random sampling strategy respectively (59 points for each set) from other 224 previously obtained samples. Experimental results evaluated based on 57 independent evaluation samples showed that the proposed method was able to recommend substitute locations without affecting the performance of DSM, when less than 10% samples were replaced by substitute samples. A subsequent sampling scenario was revealed to incur lower sampling cost than an instant sampling scenario.
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Introduction
Detailed spatial soil information is a key input for applications and practices including watershed process simulation, soil pollution control, and precision agriculture. Currently, such information is mainly obtained through digital soil mapping (DSM), which uses soil sample data and environmental covariates data with predictive soil mapping models to infer soil distribution [1] . Field sampling is normally conducted at a set of predesigned locations based on a specific sampling strategy, such as simple or stratified random sampling, grid sampling, and purposive sampling based on environmental similarity [2] [3] [4] [5] . Besides the factors considered by the sampling strategy (such as number, density, and representativeness of soil sample locations) [6] [7] [8] , the completeness of collecting the predesigned locations in the field work directly affects the accuracy of DSM results.
It is often the case that during field sampling some predesigned samples are found to be inaccessible or uncollectible due to natural or anthropogenic reasons (such as inaccessible locations and land use change at the sample location). If these samples are simply discarded, the quality of the collected sample set may affect the performance of DSM. It is also very inefficient and costly to start another round of sampling design and field campaign. Even if it might be possible for another round, the same situation may still occur. Therefore, it is desirable to collect substitute samples at adequate locations in a timely manner.
Some studies proposed methods to address this issue during the indoor sample-design stage before a field campaign. Sample accessibility was considered as a factor to reduce the possibility of designing soil samples at inaccessible locations [9, 10] . However, this method cannot eliminate such possibility completely due to the variability and complexity of the field in reality. Even if substitute locations can be prepared for all samples during the indoor sample-design stage [11, 12] , some substitute locations could also be inaccessible during the field campaign.
Dynamic recommendation of substitute locations for inaccessible soil samples during the field campaign guarantees the collection of necessary soil samples while in the field. Recently, Wei [13] proposed a method of recommending substitute sample locations specifically for purposive sampling based on environmental similarity [4, 5, 8, 14] in the field. With his method, substitute sample locations are recommended to be those with the highest similarity to the uncollectible samples from the perspective of environmental conditions, as well as those with high accessibility from the field surveyor's current location. This method mainly fits DSM applications with the purposive sampling strategy based on environmental similarity, such as the Soil Land Inference Model (SoLIM) [15] . Moreover, the method considers the accessibility and access cost of substitute locations only from the field surveyor's current location, that is, the location of the inaccessible sample. Note that in real field campaigns that often last several days long, it may be more economical and feasible for the field surveyors to collect substitute samples close to other predesigned sample locations that may be planned to be collected later. Considering only the accessibility and cost from the current location of the field surveyor may not result in the best substitute locations.
To address the above issues, this paper proposes a method of dynamically recommending substitute locations for inaccessible soil samples during field sampling campaign. Substitute sample locations are recommended based on a suitability index measure considering both the substitutive degree and sampling cost. The proposed method supports different sampling strategies and can estimate the accessibility of substitute locations under different sampling scenarios (i.e., surveyors' field sampling route arrangements). The detailed methodology is presented in Section 2. Section 3 summarizes the architecture of the prototype system implemented with the proposed method, and Section 4 details a validation experiment. The experiment results are presented and discussed in Section 5, and Section 6 draws the conclusion.
Design of the Proposed Method
When a predesigned sample location is deemed to be inaccessible in the field, locations nearby may be used to collect substitute samples, but each location bears a different degree to which it can represent the original sample based on the original sampling strategy. A central idea of our proposed method is to select substitute sample locations according to a suitability index considering both the substitutive degree and sampling cost. The substitutive degree is calculated as a substitutive score, while sampling cost is quantified to an accessibility score. Recommended substitute sample locations should incur low sampling cost or have high accessibility (such as short distance and ease for walking) following the field surveyors' sampling plan. The sampling plan may collect substitute samples immediately after a sample is deemed inaccessible or postpone collection until a later time so that a substitute sample is collected adjacent to other remaining sample locations.
Based on the above idea, the proposed method consists of three main steps as follows.
Step 1: Selecting Potential Substitute Locations with High Substitutive Scores
The current method supports four commonly used sampling strategies for which substitute locations can be dynamically recommended in the field when a predesigned sample is inaccessible. They are simple random sampling, stratified random sampling, grid sampling, and purposive sampling based on environmental similarity (purposive sampling for short). The substitutive score is a value between 0 and 1, with 0 being the lowest degree and 1 being the highest substitutive degree. For different sampling strategies, the score is calculated as follows.
1.
Simple random sampling. If a sample location designed with simple random sampling was inaccessible, its substitute location should also be randomly selected. Thus, the proposed method randomly generates some potential substitute locations (different from those samples in the original sampling plan) in the study area, and assigns each with a substitutive score of 1 as they are equally substitutive. A buffer to other samples in the original sampling plan may be used to prevent the potential substitute locations from being unreasonably close to existing samples. Such a buffer restriction is also available for the rest four situations in this step.
2.
Stratified random sampling. For an inaccessible sample designed with stratified random sampling, its potential substitute locations should be randomly selected using the same stratifying factor (i.e., with the same class value of the stratified factor) as the inaccessible sample. These potential substitute locations are assigned with a substitutive score of 1.
3.
Grid sampling. For an inaccessible sample from grid sampling, its potential substitute locations are selected near the inaccessible sample, so that the layout of collected samples can still roughly fit the regular grid adopted in the original design of the grid sampling. It should be as close as possible to the inaccessible sample. The substitutive score of each potential substitute location is calculated as 1 minus the distance between the potential substitute location and the inaccessible sample divided by the grid size. 4.
Purposive sampling. Purposive sampling is to design samples based on samples' representativeness of the geographic environment. Sample representativeness is often quantified based on the similarity of environmental conditions between the sample and other locations in the area [4, 5, 16] . Therefore, for an inaccessible sample from purposive sampling, the substitutive score of a potential substitute location is determined by its environmental similarity to the inaccessible sample. In our method, the environmental similarity is calculated as in Zhu et al. [17] , which consists of three steps. The first step is to choose environmental covariates that closely relate to the spatial variation of soils in the study area. Then, the similarity of each individual environmental covariate between two locations (i.e., the inaccessible sample and one of its potential substitute locations) is calculated. If the covariate is nominal or ordinal, the similarity based on this covariate is either 1 or 0. If the covariate is interval or ratio, the similarity is calculated with a Gaussian-shaped curve [17, 18] :
where E(·) is the environmental similarity between two locations, e vi and e vj are the v-th environmental covariate values at location i and j respectively, and SD e v is the standard deviation of v-th environmental covariate in the study area. The width of the Gaussian-shaped curve is controlled by SD e v to ensure that the curve is reasonably spread over the value range of v-th environmental covariate. The Gaussian-shaped curve assigns high similarity to locations with close covariate values. Finally, the environmental similarity between two locations is assigned to be the minimum among all similarities based on individual environmental covariates, which is based on the limiting factor principle [17, 19] .
5.
Unknown or other possible sampling strategies. For other sampling strategies, the approach used to calculate the substitutive score for purposive sampling can be adopted as in Wei [13] .
2.2.
Step 2: Calculating the Accessibility Score for each Candidate Substitute Location
The accessibility score is calculated to reflect the sampling cost related to the difficulty to reach the target sample location. It is usually related to the terrain (such as slope), the type of land use (such as grassland, sparse woodland, bushland, and lake), and the distance to roads. It was quantitatively measured by indicators such as distance and cost [20] . The proposed method uses the least accumulative cost distance [21] to measure the sampling cost. Its calculation needs two layers, i.e., a source layer and a cost layer. The source layer marks the source locations where the least accumulated cost distance starts to accumulate, while the cost layer records the impedance or cost of moving through each cell.
For an inaccessible sample during the actual field campaign, the proposed method currently supports two scenarios for collecting substitute samples.
1.
The instant sampling scenario. This is when the surveyor plans to collect the substitute sample right away. A lower cost means a shorter distance from the surveyor's current location to a substitutive location. Under this scenario, the proposed method uses the surveyor's current location as the source position in the source layer to calculate accumulative costs. If the surveyor's position is not available, the location of the inaccessible sample will be treated as the source location. Under this scenario, it is assumed that the surveyor would immediately request the substitute location to be identified when a predesigned sample was found to be inaccessible.
2.
The subsequent sampling scenario. This is when the surveyor plans to collect the substitute sample at a later time during collecting other remaining predesigned samples and not right away. Under this scenario, the big picture of the sampling progress will be considered. The proposed method uses the locations of all uncollected samples as potential sources in the source layer.
With the cost layer and the source layer for the user-assigned scenario, the proposed method calculates the minimum accumulative cost distance for every potential substitute location and normalizes it to be the accessibility score:
where Dist i is the minimum accumulative cost distance for the i-th potential substitute location and Dist max is designed to be a constant for a particular study area with a specific cost layer:
where Height and Width are respectively the height and width of the study area, and c is the average cost value over the study area. For a regular area, such Dist max is approximately the cost distance over half of the study area. A location with a cost distance over this value will not be considered as a potential substitute location due to its high sampling cost. The higher A i , the easier it is to reach this potential substitute location.
Step 3: Recommending the Final Substitute Sample Location
Only those potential substitute locations with both scores higher than set thresholds are considered to be recommended to the surveyor. With the proposed method, the default threshold for accessibility score is 0.5. Locations scoring lower than 0.5 are considered comparatively inconvenient to collect samples considering time and financial budget. The default threshold of the substitutive score for purposive sampling is set to be 0.9 to guarantee that the substitute location bears significant high environmental similarity to the predesigned sample. For other sampling strategies, the threshold of the substitutive score is set to be 0.5 in operation. The reason is that with simple random sampling and stratified random sampling, the score is either 1 or 0, and a threshold of 0.5 is able to separate the suitable substitute locations from others. For grid sampling, setting the threshold to 0.5 means that substitute locations with distances more than half the grid size from the original sample locations are not deemed suitable to be substitute locations.
For each potential substitute location of an inaccessible sample, its substitutive score and accessibility score are integrated to form a quantitative suitability index to indicate its overall suitability. This is done by calculating the weighted average of the two individual scores. Currently, the proposed method uses equal weights for the two scores, assuming substitutability and accessibility are of equal importance in field survey, which may be adjusted for specific sampling applications if this assumption does not hold. Finally, the potential substitute locations of an inaccessible sample are sorted according to their suitability index values. The location(s) with the highest suitability will be recommended to surveyors as the substitute location(s) of an inaccessible sample.
The Prototype System
The proposed method was implemented in a prototype system on a mobile phone platform. The system consists of two components ( Figure 1 ): The mobile terminal for user interface, and the server including a function module and a database module. The two components are connected using WebService for network communication. Through the mobile terminal, users can set all parameters in the proposed method, including marking the inaccessible sample and the collected samples, setting the scenarios for collecting the substitute samples, and modifying the thresholds and weights based on the actual situation. This architecture utilizes the portability of the mobile device and the powerful computing capability of the server to facilitate field surveyors' flexible operation during the field campaign with guaranteed computation efficiency. 
Case study

Study Area
The study area ( Figure 2 ) is about 5800 km 2 , located in Xuancheng County in Anhui province, China. It lies in a transition zone between the mountainous southern Anhui and the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze river. The northwestern part of the study area is plain, while the eastern and southern parts are low hills. The elevation in the area ranges from 5-825 m. 
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Environmental Covariate Data
In order to calculate the substitutive scores of potential substitute locations for the purposive sampling strategy, the environmental covariates need to be chosen based on knowledge of the soil-environment relationship in the study area. Based on understanding of the local soil-environment relationships and previous work in this study area [22] , three types of environmental factors (parent material, topography, and climate) were considered and a total of eight environmental covariates (i.e., parent material, elevation, slope, planform curvature, profile curvature, topographic wetness index, annual average temperature, and annual average precipitation) were selected in this case study.
The parent material data for this area was rasterized from the 1:500,000 geological map of China. The digital elevation model (DEM) data for calculating topographic covariates was SRTM DEM with a resolution of 90 m (http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org/). Among the topographic variates used in this case study, the slope, planform curvature, and profile curvature were computed using the terrain analysis software 3DMapper (http://www.terrainanalytics.com), and the topographic wetness index was calculated with the algorithm proposed by Qin et al. [23] . The climate data (i.e., annual average temperature, and annual average precipitation) were obtained from the China Eco-Environment Database of the Chinese Academy of Agriculture Sciences. The spatial resolution adopted in this case study is 90 m.
Soil Sample Data
From previous field campaigns in the study area, we obtained a total of 399 soil samples ( Figure 3 ). Among them, there are two complete sets of modeling samples for DSM used in previous studies, i.e., a set of 59 samples designed based on purposive sampling strategy with environmental similarity calculated from the above-mentioned environmental covariates ("purposive sample set," for short) [22] , and another set of 59 samples designed using stratified random sampling strategy stratified with the parent material variable ("stratified random sample set," for short) [8] . Aside from these two sample sets, there are 57 samples designed using grid sampling strategy ("grid sample set," for short) used as independent evaluation samples for evaluating DSM methods [24] . The other 224 samples ("mixed sample set," for short) were collected during multiple field campaigns and originally used for testing other field sampling design and DSM methods [8, 25] . The values (in the unit of %) of soil organic material (SOM) in the depth of 20-40 cm were recorded for all these soil samples and used as the target soil property in this experiment. 
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Sampling Cost Layer
In this case study, we mainly considered the walking difficulty for preparing the sampling cost layer. Thus, the cost layer for calculating accessibility scores of potential substitute locations was prepared to integrate slope gradient and land use type. Different slope gradient range and land use type incur different cost values, as listed in Tables 1 and 2 . Specifically, the smaller the slope is, the easier it is for the surveyor to walk through, and land use types like grasslands and roads are easier to walk through than bushlands and lakes [20, 26] . For a given cell, the sampling cost value was computed as the average of the cost incurred by slope gradient and that by land use. The slope data is the same as that used for the environmental covariates, and the land use type data was derived from the 1:100,000 land use map obtained from the Resource and Environmental Science Data Cloud Platform of Chinese Academy of Sciences. 
Experimental Design
Currently, the stratified random sampling and purposive sampling are the most commonly used sampling strategies in DSM [2, 4, 5, 27] . Thus, our evaluation focuses on these two strategies to illustrate and evaluate the proposed method for recommending substitute sample locations.
In this case study, we made full advantage of those soil samples previously obtained in the study area instead of carrying out new field sampling. This was implemented by setting the locations with existing soil samples to be the only accessible area. When recommending substitute locations for the purposive sample set, for example, only locations of samples in the mixed sample set and stratified random sample set are considered as potential substitute locations. Substitute locations were then scored and ranked with the proposed method using default parameter settings. We should note that in such an experiment, the substitute locations recommended by the proposed method may not bare the highest suitability index value across the whole study area.
Results of the above experiment were evaluated in two aspects. The first examined the rationality and efficiency of the two sampling scenarios, i.e., instant sampling and subsequent sampling. The second was to evaluate the quality of the substitute locations recommended by the proposed method.
Evaluating Sampling Scenarios
In order to examine the rationality and efficiency of the two sampling scenarios supported by the proposed method, we simulated field campaigns during which some samples in the purposive sample set and stratified random sample set had been collected and the others had not yet. Then, a sample was randomly selected from those assumed-to-be-uncollected samples and was assumed to be inaccessible. Samples were then recommended at substitute locations under the instant and subsequent sampling scenarios, respectively. The resulting substitute locations under the two sampling scenarios, as well as their substitutive scores and accessibility scores, were compared and discussed.
Evaluating the Quality of Substitute Locations
In order to evaluate the quality of the substitute locations recommended by the proposed method, the purposive sample set and the stratified sample set were handled differently. For the purposive sample set, we analyzed the consistency between the soil-environmental relationship for DSM built with the original modeling sample set and that built with the sample set with some substitute samples. If the sample set with inaccessible samples were used as modeling sample set for DSM, the less difference between the substitute samples and the corresponding original samples in terms of soil property values, the more consistent the soil-environmental relationships. Therefore, the differences in the soil property (i.e., SOM in this case study) between the original samples and substitute samples were analyzed against the substitutive score level. In order to evaluate whether higher substitutive degree suggests higher consistency, all the potential substitutes are included in the comparison regardless of the substitutive score threshold.
Furthermore, two Monte Carlo simulation experiments were conducted to apply the proposed method to collecting modeling sample sets for DSM with both purposive sampling and stratified random sampling. The Monte Carlo simulation is based on the concept of multiple realizations [28] and simulates a set of input realizations for a model. Each of the simulated input realizations is a possible input for the model. The statistics of the model outputs corresponding to input realizations can be used as quantitative indicators of the performance of the model. For a DSM model using an input sample set, the effects of the input sample set with substitute samples can be evaluated through such Monte Carlo simulation experiments.
Taking the purposive sample set as an example, the proposed method under the instant sampling scenario was first applied to recommending substitute locations for each sample in the purposive sample set. Then, a few samples (varying from 1 to 10 in this experiment) in the original sample set were randomly selected to be assumed as inaccessible and replaced with substitute samples. Each time, a new sample set realization was created. Such sample set realizations were used as inputs to the individual predictive soil mapping model (iPSM) [17] , a DSM model suitable for the samples from purposive sampling. The iPSM assumes that each soil sample can individually represent the locations with similar environmental conditions, thus can be used to predict the soil properties (i.e., the SOM in this case study) of these locations based on the environmental similarity:
where n' is the number of soil samples with acceptable similarity values (i.e., higher than a threshold) to an unvisited location, S i,j is the environmental similarity between the unvisited location i and the soil sample location j, while V i and V j are the soil property values on i and j, respectively. The DSM output realizations (i.e., the resulting soil property maps) were then evaluated with evaluation indices such as Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) with the independent samples from the grid sample set. This process was repeated for 100 times for each number of inaccessible samples (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . The quantitative indices from all realizations form a distribution, which can be compared with that from the original purposive sample set from a statistical perspective. The difference will reflect the effects that substitute locations cast on the accuracy of the DSM model. The iPSM can also calculate mapping uncertainty on each predicted cell [17] :
where S i,1 , S i,2 , . . . , S i,n are the similarities between the predicted location i and samples (1,2, . . . ,n) used for predictive mapping with Equation (4). The mapping uncertainty quantifies the reliability of predictive mapping results and also provides a measure of the representativeness of the sample sets to the study area. Therefore, the uncertainty map realizations from sample set with substitutes will also be discussed. In a similar way, the above Monte Carlo experiment was conducted on the stratified random sample set. The difference is that the DSM model was changed to multiple linear regression (MLR), which is commonly used in DSM [29, 30] . RMSE was calculated as before to evaluate the DSM performance. As there is no prediction uncertainty map generated with MLR, we used the R-square of MLR to denote the fitness between samples and the MLR model. Moreover, the realizations of sample layout were evaluated whether the use of substitute locations can maintain the randomness of the stratified random sample set. For each realization of sample layout, the coefficient of variation (CV) was calculated by generating Voronoi tessellation polygons in the study area from the sample set [31] :
where σ is the standard deviation of the polygons' areas and µ is the average area of the polygons. When samples are randomly distributed, the areas of Voronoi tessellation tend to be similar and the CV value is close to 0. When samples are with cluster distribution, the CV value is close to 1. Thus CV can be used to quantitatively denote the randomness of the sample layout [31] .
Results and Discussion
The Two Sampling Scenarios in the Proposed Method
As outlined in Section 4.3.1, substitute sample locations were recommended for the purposive sample and stratified random sample sets ( Figure 4 , Table 3 ). In Figure 4 , the triangle points are predesigned samples. The gray-colored points are those assumed to have been collected and green are not yet. Areas with different colors indicate different stratifications (parent material) in stratified random sampling. The selected inaccessible stratified random sample and its substitutes are colored in red and those with purposive sampling are in yellow. The star-shaped points are substitute locations recommended under the instant sampling scenario which appear closer to the original sample. The cross-shape points are recommended under the subsequent sampling scenario and thus show up near the not yet collected samples. Table 3 indicates that the substitutive scores obtained in the two scenarios do not exhibit much difference, but the accessibility scores are higher in the subsequent sampling scenario, implying higher accessibility and, thus, lower sampling cost. A subsequent sampling strategy introduces more flexibility in a field campaign by recommending substitute locations with lower sampling cost when postponing the collection of substitute samples to when remaining samples are to be collected. The proposed method allows surveyors to interact with the substitute sampling design and choose the desirable sampling scenario to effectively reduce the sampling cost.
The Substitute Samples for Purposive Sampling
For the purposive sample set, only 38 of the original samples obtained satisfactory substitute locations due to the restricted default setting of substitutive score threshold and the limited number of potential substitute locations. The substitutive scores of the obtained substitute locations are distributed in the range of (0.90, 0.99) with an average value of 0.94. In the following sections, the (The subscript letters a and b represent the stratified random sampling and purposive sampling, respectively; the subscript numbers 1 and 2 represent the instant sampling and subsequent sampling scenarios, respectively.). Table 3 indicates that the substitutive scores obtained in the two scenarios do not exhibit much difference, but the accessibility scores are higher in the subsequent sampling scenario, implying higher accessibility and, thus, lower sampling cost. A subsequent sampling strategy introduces more flexibility in a field campaign by recommending substitute locations with lower sampling cost when postponing the collection of substitute samples to when remaining samples are to be collected. The proposed method allows surveyors to interact with the substitute sampling design and choose the desirable sampling scenario to effectively reduce the sampling cost.
For the purposive sample set, only 38 of the original samples obtained satisfactory substitute locations due to the restricted default setting of substitutive score threshold and the limited number of potential substitute locations. The substitutive scores of the obtained substitute locations are distributed in the range of (0.90, 0.99) with an average value of 0.94. In the following sections, the substitute soil samples are evaluated in the aspects of sample deviation, mapping accuracy, and prediction uncertainty, respectively.
Sample Deviation
For each sample in the purposive sample set, we computed its substitutive score at every possible location and compared the SOM content deviations between the original samples and the substitute samples. There are, in total, 1978 entries with substitutive scores higher than 0. To reveal the patterns the deviations versus substitutive scores in such a large number of data points, a frequency distribution plot is shown in Figure 5 . With the frequency plot, the horizontal axis is the ranges of SOM content deviations between substitutive samples and corresponding original samples, and the vertical axis is the frequency (or ratio) of the substitute samples within each of the SOM content deviation ranges as well as with a substitutive score range among all substitute locations with the substitutive score range.
It appears that the substitute locations with lower substitutive scores generally have lower frequency on deviation groups with SOM content deviation lower than 6%. Meanwhile, on deviation groups with SOM content deviation higher than 9%, the substitute locations with lower substitutive scores tend to show a higher frequency than those with higher scores. This pattern indicates that substitute locations with higher substitutive scores are more likely to have lower SOM content deviation with the original samples. Less deviation on soil attributes indicates that the DSM model built with substitute samples is more similar to that built with original samples. Therefore, substitute locations with higher substitutive scores help approach the performance of the original DSM model with the original sample set. The existence of large SOM content deviations for some substitute samples with high substitutive scores might be attributed to that some of soil variation cannot be fully characterized by the dataset of environmental covariates used in this case study.
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Mapping Accuracy
Some examples of the resulting SOM content maps from the input realizations are shown in Figure 6 . Figure 6 shows that the mapping results hold very similar spatial distribution when different numbers of original samples were substituted. Generally, the northwest area has lower SOM content and southeast shows higher SOM content. The highest SOM is seen in a small area at the southwest corner of the study area. The locations of these distinct parts are consistent across the different mapping results, though the precise predicted values of SOM content vary with input realizations. This illustrates that substitute locations recommended for different modeling samples 
Some examples of the resulting SOM content maps from the input realizations are shown in Figure 6 . Figure 6 shows that the mapping results hold very similar spatial distribution when different numbers of original samples were substituted. Generally, the northwest area has lower SOM content and southeast shows higher SOM content. The highest SOM is seen in a small area at the southwest corner of the study area. The locations of these distinct parts are consistent across the different mapping results, though the precise predicted values of SOM content vary with input realizations. This illustrates that substitute locations recommended for different modeling samples by the proposed method can be used to build soil-environment relationships similar to that built with the original modeling sample set.
The RMSE distributions of the DSM realizations are shown in a boxplot in Figure 7 . Figure 7 shows the change of RMSEs when the number of inaccessible predesigned samples replaced by recommended substitutes increases from 1 to 10. It is observed that the range of RMSE values, as well as the deviation from the original results, both increase when more substitutes are used. When the number of inaccessible samples is less than six (about 10% of the size of original sample set), the medians of RMSE remain close to the RMSE from the original sample set and most deviations of RMSE from that of original sample set are less than 0.2. As the number of inaccessible samples grows larger, the medians are parting from that of the original sample set and more outliers appear. This suggests that the substitute samples work well when there are not many inaccessible samples. by the proposed method can be used to build soil-environment relationships similar to that built with the original modeling sample set. The RMSE distributions of the DSM realizations are shown in a boxplot in Figure 7 . Figure 7 shows the change of RMSEs when the number of inaccessible predesigned samples replaced by recommended substitutes increases from 1 to 10. It is observed that the range of RMSE values, as well as the deviation from the original results, both increase when more substitutes are used. When the number of inaccessible samples is less than six (about 10% of the size of original sample set), the medians of RMSE remain close to the RMSE from the original sample set and most deviations of RMSE from that of original sample set are less than 0.2. As the number of inaccessible samples grows larger, the medians are parting from that of the original sample set and more outliers appear. This suggests that the substitute samples work well when there are not many inaccessible samples. The RMSE distributions of the DSM realizations are shown in a boxplot in Figure 7 . Figure 7 shows the change of RMSEs when the number of inaccessible predesigned samples replaced by recommended substitutes increases from 1 to 10. It is observed that the range of RMSE values, as well as the deviation from the original results, both increase when more substitutes are used. When the number of inaccessible samples is less than six (about 10% of the size of original sample set), the medians of RMSE remain close to the RMSE from the original sample set and most deviations of RMSE from that of original sample set are less than 0.2. As the number of inaccessible samples grows larger, the medians are parting from that of the original sample set and more outliers appear. This suggests that the substitute samples work well when there are not many inaccessible samples. 
Prediction Uncertainty
The prediction uncertainties of the independent evaluation samples were calculated with iPSM and the sums of the uncertainty values of all 57 independent samples were plotted in the boxplots in Figure 8 . Similar to RMSE, when the number of replaced samples increases, the uncertainty generally increases too. With less than six samples substituted, the medians of the uncertainty values are close to the mapping uncertainty of the original sample set. When the number of replaced samples increased to as many as 10, the deviation of the sum of uncertainties from that of original sample set is smaller than 0.4. Considering all 57 independent evaluation samples, the average uncertainty deviation for each sample is less than 0.007, which is rather trivial. When more substitute samples participate in predictive mapping, the overall representativeness of the sample set to the soil-environment relationship in the study area might decrease. This might be because the original purposive samples were designed to be the most representative [4, 5, 8] . The other possible reason is that, in this experiment, the proposed method only considered those locations with previously obtained samples for substitute location recommended, which might not be optimal. The decline in overall representativeness of sample set brings about the increase of prediction uncertainty in results of iPSM with such modeling sample set. The prediction uncertainty reflects the reliability of predicted SOM value, and explains the change of RMSE in Figure 6 as well: When mapping uncertainties increase, the mapping results are less accurate, thus higher RMSE. In this case study, the influences of substitute samples are in overall trivial when the number of inaccessible samples changes from one to 10, but are more insignificant when less than six substitute samples are used.
replaced [4, 5, 8] . The other possible reason is that, in this experiment, the proposed method only considered those locations with previously obtained samples for substitute location recommended, which might not be optimal. The decline in overall representativeness of sample set brings about the increase of prediction uncertainty in results of iPSM with such modeling sample set. The prediction uncertainty reflects the reliability of predicted SOM value, and explains the change of RMSE in Figure 6 as well: When mapping uncertainties increase, the mapping results are less accurate, thus higher RMSE. In this case study, the influences of substitute samples are in overall trivial when the number of inaccessible samples changes from one to 10, but are more insignificant when less than six substitute samples are used. Previous research concerning DSM based on environmental similarity suggested that the predictive mapping results are comparatively reliable for areas with mapping uncertainties lower than 0.5 [5, 8] . Thus, we calculated the percentage of predicted area with different uncertainty thresholds (i.e. 0.4, 0.3, and 0.2) for the DSM realizations. The results from input realizations with different number of inaccessible samples were compared with that from the original purposive sample set, that is, when the number of inaccessible samples being zero (Table 4) . Low uncertainty indicates a prediction with confidence. Thus, the larger the area with low uncertainty, the more representative the sample set is of the study area. Table 4 shows that for the same threshold, as the number of replaced samples increases, the average percentage of predicted area declines. When the number is less than six, the declination is slighter, with declination for each increment lower than 0.1%. When the number continues to increase, the declination becomes more obvious, but all remain lower than 0.3%. This indicates that the use of substitute soil samples may slightly reduce the mapping area with low uncertainty, but the declination is trivial compared to the total mapping Previous research concerning DSM based on environmental similarity suggested that the predictive mapping results are comparatively reliable for areas with mapping uncertainties lower than 0.5 [5, 8] . Thus, we calculated the percentage of predicted area with different uncertainty thresholds (i.e., 0.4, 0.3, and 0.2) for the DSM realizations. The results from input realizations with different number of inaccessible samples were compared with that from the original purposive sample set, that is, when the number of inaccessible samples being zero (Table 4) . Low uncertainty indicates a prediction with confidence. Thus, the larger the area with low uncertainty, the more representative the sample set is of the study area. Table 4 shows that for the same threshold, as the number of replaced samples increases, the average percentage of predicted area declines. When the number is less than six, the declination is slighter, with declination for each increment lower than 0.1%. When the number continues to increase, the declination becomes more obvious, but all remain lower than 0.3%. This indicates that the use of substitute soil samples may slightly reduce the mapping area with low uncertainty, but the declination is trivial compared to the total mapping area, especially when replaced samples are less than six. In other words, the representativeness of the sample set to the study area is mildly impacted when substitute samples are used. This is because the predesigned samples were the optimal choices, while substitutes are suboptimal. It is also important to note that in this experiment, only those locations with previously obtained samples were considered as potential substitute locations by the proposed method due to the consideration of evaluation. This means some locations without samples existing, which should be recommended as the foremost substitute locations for those assumed-to-be-uncollected samples by the proposed method in real application, might be unnecessarily ignored in this experiment. In summary, we recognize that the least impact is achieved when the number of inaccessible samples is less than six in this case study.
The results of the above experiments are all consistent. The analysis of sample deviations with regard to different substitutive score suggests that higher substitutive score means similar soil property. For the purpose of DSM, analyses of RMSE, prediction uncertainties, and mapping area with low uncertainty consistently indicate that when the number of inaccessible samples is less than six (or to say 10% of the size of the original sample set in this experiment), the mapping performances with substitute samples match that with the original purpose sample set. 
Substitute Samples for Stratified Random Sampling
For the stratified random sample set containing 59 samples, a substitute soil sample was recommended for each original sample using the proposed method. As with the purposive sampling experiment, a few samples (varying from one to 10) in the original sample set were randomly selected to be assumed as inaccessible and replaced with substitute samples. With each number of inaccessible samples, 100 Monte Carlo realizations were used for DSM. Figure 8 shows the distribution of CVs of the resulting sample sets at different numbers of replaced samples. According to Duyckaerts and Godefroy [32] , random distributions have CV between 33% and 64%, with a higher than 64% CV meaning the distribution closer to being clustered, while a CV lower than 33% suggesting regular distribution. Figure 9 shows that when the input realizations with the number of replaced samples changes from 1oneto 10, the CV varies between 46% and 51%, and centers around 48%. All decrease in the random distribution range. This indicates that for stratified random sampling, the use of substitute soil samples recommended with the proposed method does not change the distribution pattern and randomness of the original sample set. Figure 10 shows that the R-square values fall in the range (0.27, 0.35), with the R-square from the original sample set being 0.30. For most cases, the R-square values lie evenly above and below that of the original set, indicating a random change in the model performance. From Figure 9 , we can also see that when substitute samples are less than six, the decrease of R-square is less than 0.03 and the lower quartiles are above 0.30, meaning three-quarters of the results are over 0.30. The influence of substitute samples on the DSM model is comparatively small under this situation. Figure 9 . The distribution of samples with substitute soil samples recommended by the proposed method introduced to the original sample set.
Sample Layout
The Effect on Soil Mapping
DSM was conducted with MLR for each realization. The distribution of R-squares of the DSM results at different numbers of replaced samples are also shown in boxplots (Figure 10 ). Figure 10 shows that the R-square values fall in the range (0.27, 0.35), with the R-square from the original sample set being 0.30. For most cases, the R-square values lie evenly above and below that of the original set, indicating a random change in the model performance. From Figure 9 , we can also see that when substitute samples are less than six, the decrease of R-square is less than 0.03 and the lower quartiles are above 0.30, meaning three-quarters of the results are over 0.30. The influence of substitute samples on the DSM model is comparatively small under this situation. The RMSE results of SOM content prediction is shown in Figure 11 . The median values of RMSE for all numbers of substitute samples are fairly close to that of the original sample set. With less than six substitute samples, the RMSE values lie mostly in the range (4.6%, 5.4%), with the RMSE of original sample set being about 5.0%. The range of RMSE does appear larger when the number of substitute samples is greater than five. However, in most cases, the deviations are smaller than 0.6, and the RMSE results distribute evenly around that of the original sample set. This The RMSE results of SOM content prediction is shown in Figure 11 . The median values of RMSE for all numbers of substitute samples are fairly close to that of the original sample set. With less than six substitute samples, the RMSE values lie mostly in the range (4.6%, 5.4%), with the RMSE of original sample set being about 5.0%. The range of RMSE does appear larger when the number of substitute samples is greater than five. However, in most cases, the deviations are smaller than 0.6, and the RMSE results distribute evenly around that of the original sample set. This is in agreement previous findings on that substitute samples' influences on DSM model performance relatively small when only a small number of samples are replaced. To summarize, findings from this experiment are that the use of substitute soil samples recommended by the proposed method for stratified random sampling shows very small influence on DSM mapping results in terms of sample distribution (CV), samples' fitness with linear models To summarize, findings from this experiment are that the use of substitute soil samples recommended by the proposed method for stratified random sampling shows very small influence on DSM mapping results in terms of sample distribution (CV), samples' fitness with linear models (R-square) and mapping accuracy (RMSE). When the number of replaced samples are less than six (or to say 10% of the size of the original sample set in this experiment), the influence is trivial.
Further Discussion
In the proposed method, every sample location is assumed to be the center of the corresponding cell, which is in agreement with the restriction in existing soil sampling strategies and DSM methods. The spatial variation inside one single cell is ignored. When a predesigned sample location is inaccessible, the proposed method assumes that the area of the corresponding cell cannot be considered for substitute location recommendation in the field.
Another issue in the application of the proposed method, as well as other existing DSM-related methods based on soil-environment relationships, is the selection of environmental covariates and the preparation of environmental covariates dataset, which should be different among study areas and is often depended on the domain knowledge [1, 16] . When the environmental covariates dataset adopted cannot well characterize the spatial variation of soil in the study area, the performance of the proposed method for recommending substitute locations based on environmental similarity will be impacted. In this case study, the environmental covariates adopted by the proposed method were selected based on the understanding of the local soil-environment relationships and previous work in the study area [22] , which are the same as those adopted for designing original purposive sample set and stratified random sample set.
The proposed method is flexible to set the resist layer for calculating the accessibility scores of candidate substitute locations, according to user's concern. More factors such as distance to roads can be included for preparing the resist layer. In the case study, the proposed method mainly considered the walking difficulty during the calculation of the accessibility score. According to previous researches [9] [10] [11] 20, 26] , slope and land use type are among the factors that mainly contribute to walking difficulty. Thus, the resist layer was assigned with cost values according to slope and land use type. Note that the use of land use may cause a preference for urban land in substitute locations recommendation, which could bias the mapping results of soil properties. However, in the case study, the proposed method only considered those locations with previously obtained samples for substitute location recommended. The land use types of the soil sample locations considered in this experiment mainly consist of cropland (63%) and forest (28%). Most substitute locations recommended by the proposed method in the case study are located in cropland and forest as corresponding original samples are. Thus, there is a possible preference toward the above-mentioned due to the consideration of land use type for determining accessibility, which has little impact on the evaluation results in the case study.
Conclusions
This paper presents a new method to dynamically recommend substitute samples during field campaigns when predesigned samples are deemed inaccessible. It considers both the existing sampling strategy and the actual field work plan to compute and recommend substitute locations. A set of preliminary evaluation experiments with a prototype system in the Xuancheng study area shows that the proposed method has much flexibility and efficiency in actual field work. It is noted that the subsequent sampling scenario designed with this method can effectively reduce sampling cost at substitute locations. In the case of purposive sampling, the substitutive score computed by the proposed method is a sound measure of potential substitute locations' substitutive degree of the inaccessible samples. Experiments were conducted to test the substitute samples' influence on mapping accuracy, the reliability of soil property prediction, and sample set's representativeness to the study area. Results show that when there are a small number of inaccessible samples (less than six samples in this experiment, or less than 10% of the original sample size), the recommended substitute locations by the proposed method demonstrate little impact on DSM model performances. In the case of stratified random sampling, the introduction of substitute samples recommended by the proposed method caused little change on the random distribution of the sample set. The fitness of MLR models and mapping accuracies are slightly influenced in a random manner. In agreement with the purposive sample, the influence from substitute samples is considerably less when there are fewer inaccessible samples involved (less than six samples in this experiment, or less than 10% of the original sample size).
As indicated previously, the evaluation experiments were conducted using a pool of existing field samples. Recommended samples were selected from such existing samples instead of from all possible locations with higher substitutive scores. The evaluation results are thus rather conservative. Taking purposive sample as an example, if potential locations bearing the highest similarity with the inaccessible samples were sampled and used, the impact of such substitute samples on DSM performance could be even less significant. In future studies, the proposed method can be better evaluated if actual field sampling can be conducted. The proposed method could also be extended to other natural resource mapping fields requiring sample collection.
